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Complex new factors like climate change are inflaming
modern wildfires. How can emergency response teams meet
today’s – and tomorrow’s – needs?
Wildfires are a difficult problem getting worse.
Between 1986 and 2003, for example, they have occurred four times as often, burned six times the
land, and lasted five times as long, compared to the period between 1970 and 1986.i The same trend
applies today: 2017 and 2018 have seen wildfires in the U.S. break records in frequency, severity, and
duration.
Though wildfires can potentially serve important ecological purposes, today’s fires are being inflamed
by new variables that make emergency response more difficult. Perhaps most notably, changes to the
climate appear to be exacerbating conditions that facilitate fires. Hotter, drier climates leave a feast
that make more fires that last longer. The long-standing drought in California, for example, has killed
over 100 million trees statewide, littering the landscape with fuel.ii
“Human caused ignitions, warmer temperatures, dry and wet spells, and accumulation of fuels are
some of the factors contributing to longer wildfire seasons, increases in the number of large and longduration fires, and more severe effects from the wildfires,” says Paul Steblein, fire science coordinator
with the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS). “Such conditions – along with the wildfires that accompany
them – are likely to increase in the future.”iii
This places tremendous pressures on emergency response teams and makes their work more
challenging than ever. “It’s just getting harder to fight fires,” Jeffrey Kane, an associate professor of fire
ecology and fuels management at Humboldt State University, told The Daily Beast. “They cost more,
they’re more dangerous, and they’re happening at a larger frequency.”iv
All of this also makes fighting wildfires more complex. Historically, the
way these teams understood, monitored, analyzed, coordinated, and
responded to fire incidents has been based on incomplete, out of date
information. When response teams lack comprehensive, end-to-end
insight into the wildfire and all relevant factors influencing, it makes
effective decision-making more difficult and puts people,
equipment, and assets at risk. Worse, at times it can lead emergency
responders to make decisions that are not appropriate to the situation
on the ground.

“It’s just getting
harder to fight
fires. They cost
more, they’re more
dangerous, and
they’re happening at a
larger frequency.”

Modern technology offers a powerful solution to this problem: data.
As the U.S. Geological Survey writes, “It’s not a matter of ‘if,’ it’s a matter of ‘more fire science data
please!” With good real-time data, emergency response teams can address fires at earlier, more easily
winnable stages, predict how the fire is likely to behave next, and understand what tactical response
will minimize the fire and its impact. Making maximum use of that data, however, requires a visualiz
tion platform for realtime data streams drawn from a wide network of vetted data sources (sensors,
vehicle, video, and thirdparty data systems). Where do these systems stand today, what are the
new and emerging technological capabilities that can meet this increased need, and what do they
accomplish for response teams? Those are the questions this paper will address.
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A visual data platform can capture and aggregate all the
information and insight needed to respond more effectively
to wildfire events
The technology enables emergency management and response teams to see all relevant
information at once and then drill down into root causes.
A wildfire is raging, and the state team tasked with
controlling it is firing on all cylinders as its
members work to monitor and manage the
blaze. They’re tracking multiple variables in the
command center – stream flows, helicopters, EMS
vehicles, weather conditions, and more. Each
variable, however, comes in through a separate
system.

Centralizing data allows users to see everything at
once and drill down into root causes. Further, the
platform itself can be configured to generate
alerts according to thresholds the users set,
ensuring important events never get overlooked.
In turn, that makes it easier to identify critical
situations before they hit and, thus, understand
where to deploy resources.

Through these multiplesystems and operators,
they glean the information they need to respond
effectively and be alerted to events. Yet, certain
pieces of information may be missing. This
team might not be tracking lightning strikes, for
example. They might not even be tracking
the wildfires themselves, at least not directly.
And the information may never be aggregated to
offer a complete view of what’s happening with,
within, and around the fire. If they want a way to
see everything at once, visualize the interactions
that are impacting the fire, and understand the
root causes among different events, they need a
better tool: a single platform that can centralize
and visualize all data.

“If we know we’re starting to get into critical
danger, we’ll start bringing resources in and preposition them,” says Cameron Tongier, geo-spatial
coordinator for the US Fish and Wildlife Service
Fire Management Branch.v
The real value of a data visualization platform is
bringing everything together in one map and one
visualization, with full context, where layers can
be turned on or off and optimized based on alerts
and needs to gain detailed situational analysis.

“The real value of a data
visualization platform
is bringing everything
together in one map and
one visualization, with full
context.”
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Teams can slice-and-dice data to provide answers to specific questions.
By bringing all the data together, it becomes possible to analyze the information with custom rules
engines. No human can see everything all at once, particularly considering how many data streams
feed wildfire management. That makes the ability to generate custom alerts invaluable, letting the
system itself identify areas needing more focus. Users can then zoom into that area, analyze it, and
determine the most effective actions to take.

Teams gain access to fresh, real-time data.
A corollary challenge with obtaining data through multiple systems and operators is understanding how
all those information feeds mesh. When you obtain different layers of information separately, it
becomes the user’s responsibility to incorporate the information into their central decision-making
system at whatever frequency the data is updated. That alone can be technically and logistically
difficult, consuming valuable man-hours just trying (1) to keep everything updated and (2) to make
sense of all the different feeds. With a mapping and visualization platform, the map displays everything
as it updates together, not as it updates based on individual feeds.

Note: the system should not require users to be data scientists.
Not all data tools are equal, or equally usable. Some vendors may offer libraries of information but
provide no platform with which to display and understand that information. The user is expected to
build that for themselves, or work with the vendor to custom build and install the platform. Even then,
the user is typically expected to have some experience and skills in data analysis and engineering to
be able to know what data you’re looking at and how to display it in a useful and usable way. The point
of a visual data system is to ease and facilitate the response team’s work; a welldesigned system will
work out of the box with good data feeds already incorporated, with the ability for users to add custom
feeds at need.

Figure. A visual
data platform
incorporates many
layers of real-time
information at will.
Screenshot from Live
Earth platform.
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A visual data platform enables users to act faster – saving
property and lives – and to respond before wildfires spiral
out of control.
A visual data platform aggregates data from all selected feeds and displays all data points on a live
map according to their locations, dates, and times. As a result, the team at the command center can see
everything: their people, their vehicles, their assets, the fires, the weather, the terrain, and more.
Additionally, the platform itself monitors all changes, and users can set complex custom rules for
notifications when certain events, or combination of events, occur. For instance, if a wildfire gets within
a certain distance of a populated region, the system can notify the response team via email message,
text message, or a pop up on the main display. That rule can be combined with others, e.g., generating
notifications if the fire gets within a certain distance of the town and wind conditions are propelling
the fire toward it.
Users can also manually turn data layers on and off to better contextualize the situation they’re facing
and answer the most immediate questions. Are the streams empty, or about to flood? Is the wind
blowing toward a populated area? Are the streets
crowded? What’s the optimal evacuation route? Where
are the fire trucks, helicopters, and EMS vehicles?
By incorporating real-time information about resource
location and status into the same map that monitors the
fire and environmental conditions, responders can make
the best decisions about how to utilize resources, make
logistical decisions around staging
areas and drop points, determine appropriate civilian
directions (e.g., selecting evacuation routes, activating
shelters), and assess damages. This, in turn, enables
emergency response organizations to manage
resources more effectively.

Figure. A visual
data platform can
even incorporate
live views, so users
can instantly
understand
conditions affecting
the wildfire.
Screenshot from
Live Earth platform.

Using the platform to fuel better decisions.
Consider the simple but critical question of knowing where to deploy water or other flame retardants
from planes or helicopters. You might typically target certain strategic points (like ridges), but other
factors must be considered – slope, for example, will impact how easily and how far water or retardant
spreads. So too will frequently-changing factors like wind direction and speed, and how fast the
fire is moving in different directions. Real-time data is critical to decisions like these; the older the
information, the riskier the decision.
In fact, this kind of information helps users to gauge the fire’s likely behavior moving forward, providing
an opportunity to distribute resources and assign staging areas tactically. Urban and metropolitan
firefighters have already made enormous strides in this regard; they strategically place stations so
that firefighters can “arrive on scene within 9 minutes of any call within city limits,” reports the Forest
Service, which – like most state-level emergency response organizations – would like to apply similarly
data-driven strategizing to wildfires.
“It’s not just about getting to more fires sooner,” says Jeremy Fried, a research forester at the Pacific
Northwest Research Station in Portland, Ore. “It’s also trying to make sure limited firefighting resources
aren’t assigned to locations where they’ll be underutilized.”vi

Figure. The disposition and deployment of resources around a wildfire. Screenshot from Live Earth platform.
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Using the platform to plan for the future.
If the platform includes “replay” functionality, users can go back and review everything that happened
in the leadup to specific events. Specifically, users can rewind and review how events and information
unfolded along an interactive timeline. This allows the response team, as well as any stakeholders, to
better understand why specific decisions were made, as well as to identify opportunities for future
improvements.
More importantly, a thorough assessment will yield a better understanding of when, where, and
how future wildfires may strike. This kind of data becomes particularly valuable in an era of strained
budgets. Wildfires are becoming more expensive to fight; the U.S. Forest Service’s “yearly firesuppression costs have exceeded $1 billion for 13 of the 18 years between 2000 and 2017.”vii In 2017,
expenses hit $2.4 billion. State-level agencies are seeing similarly record-breaking fire suppression
costs, with costs projected to continue rising. The Forest Service expects its fire costs to mount by
$500 million to $1 billion over the next five years.viii
Data tools do not have the power to inflate budgets, but they do help users to make more effective use
of their available resources. Then, post-incident analysis may help emergency response organizations
to better understand which budgetary allocations represent the most worthwhile investments.

The Forest Service
expects its fire costs
to mount by $500
million to $1 billion
over the next five
years.viii
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Protecting your citizens and team members during wildfires
requires monitoring and managing multiple real-time
systems simultaneously.
The best way to accomplish that is to integrate all those systems on a single interactive map.
By tracking wildfires and related events not just in isolation but in full context – incorporating weather
patterns, geography, maps, resources and assets, and more – a visual data platform can help emergency
management teams respond more quickly and more effectively.
With climate change and human contributors fueling more wildfires that last longer than ever, most
response teams are straining their resources and budgets to keep up. A centralized platform can reduce
the risk of missing critical information, speed up decision making in time-critical incidents, inform more
effective and efficient actions, and generate better outcomes for responders and civilians – and do all
of this more cost-effectively by optimizing the utilization of resources.
But remember that not all data systems are the same. When evaluating solutions, consider the
following questions:
1. How “real” is the real-time data they can produce?
2. Can the system generate critical alerts according to custom rules your team sets?
3. Does the platform offer replay functionality that lets you review any event?
4. Can you run out of the box, or do you need data engineers on hand to make it work?
5. Does the vendor offer a live demo that lets you see the platform in action at a click?

For more information, or
answers to any questions,
please contact Live Earth
at www.LiveEarth.com.
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Live Earth produces the world’s fastest live map. Live Earth is a Real-Time visualization platform
that connects data streams from various systems, sensors, vehicles and video, providing one
operational view. Its unique and interactive features like play, pause, and rewind, instant alerts, and
out-of-the-box integrations are intuitive and easy to use.
Live Earth was originally developed for military use and is trusted to manage complex and critical
operations. The platform is CJIS ready and SOC II compliant and designed to protect sensitive
information. Live Earth is a trusted solution for top public safety and physical security organizations,
providing critical information and proactively helping solve real-time problems that require a combined
operational view.

Schedule a Demo

Phone
(888) 813-4551
Email
info@liveearth.com
Learn More
www.liveearth.com
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The information contained in this paper is for generalized informational and educational purposes only.
It is not designed to substitute for, or replace, professional business advice. You must not rely on the information in the report as an alternative to professional business advice from an appropriately qualified
professional. If you have any specific questions about any relevant subject matter, you should consult
an appropriately qualified professional. Live Earth does not represent, warrant, undertake or guarantee
that the use of guidance in the report will lead to any particular outcome or result.
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